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The Individual Travellers'
Program.
Majestic landscapes in Europe’s north western corner ... Between the warming Gulf Stream and
the rough Arctic Ocean... With a climate that causes intriguing variations between the seasons...
With scenery that spans from fertile plains to deep fjords and untamed mountains...
With well developed modern industries and high-tech environments...
With high standards of modern comfort and outdoor pleasures.
A patriotic population of four million flourishes in the borderland between east and west,
comfortably close to the European heartland, with communications that mean the continent is
never far away. Norway has a desire to forge links with the rest of the world, and ambitious
plans to allow others to share the experiences that only Norway can offer.
Daily flights connect with European travel hubs, America, East Europe and the Far East.
An extensive network of domestic air routes and telecommunications provide a model for the
rest of the world, and give Norway a central and practical location for international tourism.

TRAVEL PLANNERS OF SCANDINAVIA Ltd
Conrad Mohrsvei 11, N-5068 Bergen, Norway
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web: www.travel-planners.no
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«Norway in a Nutshell»®
This tour can be taken to/from both Bergen and Oslo. Dates of operation: all year
This tour can be taken both on the way from Oslo to Bergen and from Bergen to Oslo. It can also be offered as a day
excursion to/from Bergen, and in a limited period during the summer from Oslo. All year, every day operation.
This unique fjord excursion takes you through some of the most magnificent scenery in western Norway. A beautiful
combination of a spectacular train ride and an equally incredible boat and bus. This tour is one of the most popular and
famous excursions in Norway!The excursion will take you on the Flåm Railway line, the steepest railway line in Northern
Europe. You will experience a height difference of 2,838 feet along a mere 12.5 miles of tracks, as it plunges down towards
the picturesque Aurland Fjord. Experience the ultimate train ride with fantastic waterfalls, mountain sides and green
valleys. The boat ride will take you through the narrowest fjord in Norway, the Nærøyfjord, with steep mountain sides
plunging down into the fjord. Go through areas of the fjord where the sun nearly manages to find its way.....
The bus will finally take you on an unforgettable journey through hair-pin bends of famous mountain roads! Operated
daily all year except December 24,25, 26 and 31, 2005
Alternatively: Stay overnight at Flam in the Fretheim Hotel.
Services included as described in program.
Norway in a Nutshell Bergen-Bergen,
Children’s fare under 15 years

NOK 1165.- per person
NOK 685,- per person

Norway in a Nutshell Oslo-Bergen, or v.v
Children’s fare under 15 years

NOK 1.560,- per person
NOK
885,- per person

Norway in a Nutshell Oslo-Oslo (limited period, on request)

NOK 2.115,- per person
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The Viking Fjord Tour 2 days /1 night
This tour can be taken from both Bergen and Oslo.
Dates of operation: May –September.
In the period 01 October – 30 April 2010 the overnight will be at Flåm. On request only.
A beautiful combination of a spectacular train ride and an equally incredible boat and bus on a unique tour that takes
you on a journey through some of the most beautiful scenery in Western Norway.
DAY 1
OSLO-FLÅMGUDVANGEN

2class train from Oslo to Myrdal and Flåm Railway line down to Flåm. above)
After arrival Flåm, depart with boat on the Nærøyfjord, the narrowest fjord in Northern Europe,
where steep mountain sides plunging down into the fjord. Arrive in Gudvangen for dinner and
overnight at one of the most spectacular hotels in Norway - The Gudvangen Viking Fjordtel. The
hotel is built as an original Viking King residence. The Viking Theme is truly genuine, and it never
fails to give the visitor once in a lifetime experience that they never will forget.
Overnight can also be arranged at Flam.

DAY 2
GUDVANGENBERGEN

Breakfast at the Viking Hotel. Regular bus service will take the group on a fantastic journey through
some breathtaking hair pinned mountain road bends. After passing the famous “Stalheimskleivane”
to Voss where you change for the train ride the last leg into the city of Bergen.

Services included as per above program.
Price per person,
Single supplement, per person

NOK 2,655.NOK 530,-

Please ask for reduced price in triple room and for children in extra bed.
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The King of Fjords Tour 3 days /2 nights
This tour can be taken from both Bergen and Oslo. Dates of operation: May 01 – September 30, 2010.
The world’s longest fjord the Sognefjord, 204 km long and 1296 metres at its deepest, lies at the heart of Fjord Norway.
Visitors will discover some of the wildest and most beautiful scenery in Norway.
DAY 1
OSLO-FLÅM

From Oslo, take the train (2nd class) on the Bergen rail line towards Myrdal. Experience the Eastern
Norway’s wide expanses of forests, secluded lakes and dizzy waterfalls, to fertile valleys with wellkept farmsteads. Climb the Hardangervidda mountain range to Myrdal. Change trains for the
famous Flåm Railway line.(Described above)
Dinner and overnight in picturesque Flåm by the Aurland Fjord, at Fretheim Hotel.

DAY 2
FLÅM –
BALESTRAND

Scandinavian Style breakfast at the hotel. Depart Flåm by regularly scheduled boat. Cruise the
Aurlandfjord into the Sognefjord, also known as the King of Fjords. This fjord is the longest and
deepest fjord in Norway. Disembark at Balestrand for afternoon at leisure, dinner and overnight
stay at one of Norway’s most famous hotels, Kvikne’s Hotel.

DAY 3
BALESTRANDBERGEN

Scandinavian style breakfast at the hotel. Depart Balestrand by regularly scheduled express boat.
Cruise out the Sognefjord and south along the west coast to Bergen, the second largest city in
Norway with some 250 000 inhabitants.
Afternoon at leisure to explore this cultural pearl. Great maritime history and heritage with a
famous fish market. End of services.

Services included as per above program.
Ps: In case of start from Bergen, please reverse above itinerary.
OSLO-BERGEN
NOK 3.810,NOK 695,-

Price per person,
Single supplement

BERGEN-BERGEN
NOK 3,615,NOK
695,-

Please ask for reduced price in triple room and for children in extra bed.

2-days King of the Fjords Tour
Same itinerary as 3 day excluding the stay at Flåm.
Day 1
OSLOBALESTRAND

Day 2
BALESTRANDBERGEN

From Oslo take the train (one class only) on the Bergen rail line towards Myrdal.
Experience the Eastern Norway’s wide expanses of forests, secluded lakes and dizzy
waterfalls, to fertile valleys with well-kept farmsteads. Climb the Hardangervidda
mountain range to Myrdal. Change trains for the famous Flam Railway Line
Enjoy a most spectacular ride down the Flam valley with fantastic views at all angles.
The train will make a stop at the Kjosfossen waterfalls where passengers may get off
To take photographs or just to admire the cascading water.
Arrive at Flam where there will be time for refreshments on your own.
In the afternoon board the catamaran express boat for a cruise on the Aurlandsfjord into the “King of
Fjords” – the Sognefjord.
Arrive Balestrand and check in at the KVIKNES HOTEL for dinner and overnight.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Depart Balestrand by the express catamaran service and cruise the rest of the Sognefjord and the west
coast archipelago into Bergen.

Price per person
Single room supplement per person

OSLO-BERGEN
NOK. 2915.NOK. 370.-

BERGEN-BERGEN
NOK. 2,625.NOK. 370.-

Glacier excursion.
By extending the stay at Balestrand by one night/day, we would like to suggest a tour to the glacier at Fjaerland.
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Depart Balestrand by boat in the morning. Cruise the majestic Fjaerlandsfjord and arrive in Fjaerland where a coach will
be waiting on the pier to take passengers to the Boyabre and the Supphellebre Glaciers. On the way, visit the Norwegian
Glacier Museum.
In the afternoon return to Balestrand by boat for dinner and overnight at the Kviknes Hotel.
Additional cost for one extra night with half pension and the tour to the glacier (Unescorted) is
NOK. 1,590.- per person in double room. Single room supplement is NOK.280.-

The Queen of Fjords Tour
3 days /2 nights
Dates of operation: June 01-August 31, 2010.

Can we tempt you with an experience-packet trip to beautiful Hardanger and Ullensvang with view of
towering mountains, waterfalls and idyllic orchards? The Hardangerfjord is by many regarded as the most colourful
fjord in Norway and leaves the visitor breathless in admiration of the beauty of Mother Earth.

DAY 1
BERGEN ULLENSVANG

Depart by bus from Bergen to Norheimsund (1 ½ hour) and continue by comfortable catamaran
boat on a 2 hours’ picturesque boat trip from the small village of Norheimsund to Lofthus. Check in
at the ULLENSVANG HOTEL. This hotel is considered one of the most prestigious fjord hotels in
Norway. It has indoor tennis and squash courts and large swimming pool. It is also possible to hire
boats for private fishing or flight sightseeing by seaplanes. All rooms have modern amenities.
Mountain view or fjord view. There is a small supplement in rates if guaranteed fjord view is
required.
Enjoy 3 course dinner or buffet at the hotel in the evening.

DAY 2
ULLENSVANG

Scandinavian style buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Day at leisure; enjoy the pleasures of the hotel or walk around in the small village and visit the
local museum and the church, as well as the little composer’s hut used by the famous Norwegian
composer Edvard Grieg during the latter part of the 19th century.
It is also possible to make an optional trip by coach to the magnificent Folgefonna Glacier.
Tonight enjoy the famous Hardanger buffet dinner at the hotel.

DAY 3
ULLENSVANG –
BERGEN

Scandinavian style buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Today, its time to return to Bergen. There are several connections during the day back to Bergen,
so you may choose morning, mid day or afternoon departure. Leave Ullensvang by scheduled
coach and drive to Voss. After some hours at Voss continue by train to Bergen.

For those who wish to continue to Oslo, and not return to Bergen, the following will take place on Day 03:
Depart from the hotel by regularly scheduled coach service along the fjord to the village of Eidford. From here, ascend the
Måbødal valley and cross the mountain range of Hardangervidda to the village of Geilo. From here, travel by 2nd class
train with reserved seats to Oslo with arrival in the evening. This train ride is a magnificent journey through always
changing scenery!
This tour can also be booked Oslo-Lofthus-Bergen starting with train journey Oslo-Geilo
Price per person NOK. 3,615.Single room supplement per person NOK. 815.-
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Discover Lofoten
4 days /3 nights
Self- drive AVIS car

The region of Lofoten consists of several islands just off the coast of northern Norway, well above the Arctic Circle. The
region has traditionally been the heart of the fishing industry in Norway and is still very important for the settlement of this
part of Norway. Lofoten has the largest cod fishing season in Norway and during specific periods of the year, the
probability of being able to see whales are above 90%.e nature is truly breathtaking with tall, rough mountains and
narrow fjords. This wild and «untouched» scenery welcomes interaction with ‘Mother Nature’ and outdoor activities in
fresh, unpolluted, cool air!
The poet Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson was one of the first to sing the praises of Lofoten’s holiday pleasures, and he was a very
well-travelled man, one who had seen a great deal. In Lofoten he saw more, «mirages that turn floating mountains topsyturvy ahead of you and behind your back, while whales are at play and birds are a’shrieking.»
DAY 1
SVOLVÆR,
LOFOTEN

Fly SAS, OSLO-BODØ and change for WIDERØE flight to the small fishing village of Svolvær (air
tickets are not included in the below prices.)
The city of Svolvær is truly a picturesque town situated in-between the mountains with its
characteristic wooden houses. Clients will pick up the pre-booked small rental car. Drive into the
town centre for check in, dinner and overnight at the RICA SVOLVÆR HOTEL or similar.
Note: For arrivals in the evening, or on Saturdays and Sundays, an extra charge will apply for
delivery of car. (Outside opening hours).

DAY 2
TROLLFJORD

Scandinavian style breakfast buffet at the hotel.
In the morning walk the short distance from the hotel to the pier. Enjoy a public cruise of about 3
hours to the most magnificent and breathtaking fjord of Lofoten, the Troll Fjord! The boat will pass
through areas teeming with birds such as the majestic Sea Eagle, indigenous to Northern Norway.
The beauty of this experience will not easily be forgotten!
Rest of the day at leisure at Svolvær or explore the islands by car. Dinner and overnight at the hotel.

DAY 3
LOFOTEN

Scandinavian style breakfast buffet at the hotel.
Today is free to explore the beauty of these islands with interesting villages, museums etc. We may
suggest deep sea rafting from the town Henningsvær. We also recommend a visit to the fishing
village of Nussfjord, now on the UNESCO`s World Heritage List. An interesting visit can also be made
to the Viking Centre at Borg or maybe a game of Golf? Ask the hotel receptionist for details and
bookings. Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Svolvær.

DAY 4
DEPARTURE
LOFOTEN

Scandinavian style breakfast buffet at the hotel.
Return the car at the airport in Svolvær upon your departure.

Price, per person if 2 persons in the car:
Price, per person if 4 persons in the car:
Single supplement,

NOK 5,290.NOK 4,650,NOK 1,345.-

Based on using Nissan Micra when 2 persons, and Volkswagen Golf when 4 persons.
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North Cape Adventure Tour
5 days /4 nights
Dates of operation: All year
Once you have experienced Finnmark at its greatest, you will never forget it!
Finnmark is the land of contrasts - the county has varied and breathtaking nature, from an uncompromising and harsh
coastal landscape to peaceful, mile-long plains.
We invite you to be a part of some of the many activities that Finnmark has to offer!
DAY 1
OSLO-TROMSØ

Your morning flight brings you to the Arctic Ocean City of Tromsø also known as «Paris of the
North» due to its numerous restaurants and cafes. (Air tickets are not included in the below prices.)
Afternoon at leisure for optional visit the Polar Museum, Northern Lights Planetarium or the Marine
Aquarium. (Entrance fees not included).
Overnight stay at RICA ISHAVSHOTEL, or similar. Bed/Breakfast basis.

DAY 2
TROMSØHONNINGSVÅG

Scandinavian style breakfast buffet at the hotel.
After breakfasts we suggest you take the cable car to the top of Mount Storsteinen for a magnificent
view of the island city and the rugged landscape surrounding it (tickets not included). Your
afternoon flight brings you to Honningsvåg where you have the option of renting a car (air tickets
are not included in rate). At night you travel to North Cape to witness the miracle of the Midnight
Sun and become a Royal North Cape Club Member (tickets not included in rate). Round trip bus
tickets by regular service are included.
Overnight at RICA BRYGGEN HOTEL in Honningsvåg, or similar. Bed/Breakfast basis.

DAY 3
NORTH CAPE

Scandinavian style breakfast buffet at the hotel.
Day at leisure to explore the North Cape area on your own. Carved out of rock to resemble an
amphitheatre, the North Cape Hall offers a breathtaking view of the Arctic Ocean. Experience the
four seasons of Finnmark on the Super video graph, remarkable with its wrap-around screen and
sound system. You may also sign up for the once-in-a-lifetime adventures such as the Bird Watching
Safari Cruise. Special arrangements can be made for Deep Sea Rafting where you skim across the
Arctic waves in a rubber boat.
Overnight at the hotel. Bed/Breakfast basis. (No activity services are included in rate today.)

DAY 4
HONNINGSVÅGHAMMERFEST

After an early breakfast at the hotel this morning you cruise through the scenic inland waters of
North Cape down to Hammerfest – the world’s northernmost town, onboard the Norwegian Coastal
Steamer. Afternoon at leisure in Honningsvåg to visit, among other places, the exclusive Royal &
Ancient Polar Bear Society (entrance tickets not included in rate).
Overnight at the RICA HAMMERFEST HOTEL. Bed/Breakfast basis.

DAY 5
HAMMERFESTTROMSØ- OSLO

Breakfast buffet at the hotel.
Your North Cape Adventure ends with your two connecting flights back to the Norwegian Capital.
Our services will end upon departure Hammerfest. (Air tickets are not included in the below prices).

Services included as per above program.
Price per person:
Single supplement

NOK 4,650,NOK 1,695,-

Please ask for reduced price in triple room and for children in extra bed.
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City Packages:
BERGEN – The Gateway to the Fjords
Dates of operation:
Day 1: 01 May to 31 August 2006 (except 17th May)
Day 2: 01 April to 30 September In case of bookings in the period 1st April to 1st June, and 1st Sept-30th Sept, we will
include a «1 day Bergen Card» on Day 1 instead of the city walk due to off season inactivity. This will give great savings on
transportation, entrance fees etc, restaurants etc. Fantastic value.
Welcome to Bergen – the Gateway to the fjords of Norway – the city that for almost one thousand years has been the
destination of travellers from all around the world. Bergen is the kingdom's second largest city, with over 225 000
inhabitants and situated on the west coast of Norway. The year of the foundation is estimated to be 1070. Founded by
King Olav Kyrre (1050-1093).
DAY 1

Explore the historic wonders of Bergen by joining a regularly scheduled Walk About Tour with an
English speaking guide. See the unique architecture dating back some 900 years! The tour will give
an intimate picture of what it was like to live in a major trading port during the Middle Ages. These
buildings are now on the UNESCO’s World Heritage List. Afternoon at leisure, or for exploring the
many museums and sights of Bergen on your own. May we suggest an optional ride on the
Fløibanen funicular, which in 8 minutes will take you from the city centre to the top of Mount Fløien,
1050 ft above sea level? The view of Bergen and the surrounding fjords is unrivalled and truly
breathtaking!
Overnight at the Clarion Hotel Admiral.

DAY 2

Scandinavian style breakfast buffet at the hotel.
This morning, joint a regularly scheduled half day city sightseeing. The bus and guide will take you
around the city of Bergen and present all main sights. The tour will then proceed to the wonderful
home of the late Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg at Troldhaugen.
This is a magnificent opportunity to get more familiar with the life of one of the greatest composers
of our time! Tour ends back in the city centre. Afternoon at leisure. May we suggest an optional visit
to the Bergen Aquarium? It is newly renovated and houses one of the finest and most extensive
collections of maritime fauna in Europe! A delightful and fun experience!
Overnight at the Hotel Augustin or similar in the city center.

Services included as per above program

Price per person: May 20-Sept 30
Single supplement:
Price per person rest of year
Single supplement
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NOK 1.795,NOK 890.NOK. 1,400.NOK. 790.-
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OSLO - The Viking Capital
Dates of operation: all year
Oslo is situated in the heart of Scandinavia, surrounded by magnificent scenery from the fjord to the forested hills.
Already at the turn of the 10th century a settlement was built at the end of the Oslo fjord. During the 11th century this
settlement grew into the medieval city of Oslo, an important royal stronghold, ecclesiastical centre and commercial centre.
This makes Oslo one of the oldest cities in Scandinavia, and the only Scandinavian capital with an urban settlement dating
back to the Viking Ages. Many historical remnants and ruins from ancient Oslo can be found in the Memorial Park.
The city has a fascinating, interesting and dramatic history. Museums and collections of international fame depicts this
history, and are among the most interesting and popular sites in today's Oslo.
DAY 1

Join a regular morning city sightseeing, including the Vigeland Sculpture Park, Jump, the Viking Ship
Museum with its 3 authentic Viking ships from the 09th century. Museum.
Overnight at one of the Thon Hotels in the city center

DAY 2

Scandinavian style buffet breakfast. Today, you will be able to make use of a “2
Hours Oslo City Card”. This card gives several advantages, including free travel on all
public transport, reduced or free entrance to many attractions and special offers at a
selection of restaurants.
Overnight stay at one of the above mentioned hotels.

Services included as per above program.

Price per person, NOK 1,980.Single supplement NOK
825,The Oslo car can be purchased at the hotel’s reception desk and is not included in the price.
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New tour by self drive car:
THE PROMINENT TOUR OF THE FJORDS
In cooperation with The Historic Hotels of Norway.
This tour is a suggestion out of the ordinary using only the very finest of the Prominent Fjord Hotels
and rented self-drive car.
Included are standard rooms at all hotels including either marvellous buffet or set 3-course dinners
Day 1-5 (except Alesund). Possibility for upgrading to superior/fjord view rooms and a larger car, at
extra cost.
Day 1. BERGEN-SOLSTRAND, Björnefjord
Arrive Bergen by air or ship or rail.
Your rented car will be delivered to your hotel on day of departure from Bergen and you will start on
your wonderful tour of Norway’s famous fjords.
Drive for about 45 minutes and arrive at the lovely SOLSTRAND HOTEL & SPA.. See:
www.solstrand.com
A 3-course dinner will be served this evening.
Day 2: SOLSTRAND-LOFTHUS, Hardangerfjord
Buffet breakfast at the hotel
Enjoy the morning at this beautiful hotel and spa. Maybe have a special spa treatment, play tennis
or sim in the hotel’s heated pool, or in the fjord.
In the afternoon leave Solstrand and drive to the ferry point at Hattvik. From here cross the fjord
by car ferry to Vengjaneset and continue driving through beautiful landscape and along the
“smiling” Hardangerfjord with glimpses of snow-capped mountains, green slopes and the blue sea.
Some times you drive through an orchard!
At Kvanndal, board another car ferry and cross the fjord to Kinsaravik and continue driving until
arrival Lofthus.
Check in at another very fine hotel – the ULLENSVANG HOTEL on the shore of the fjord with
towering mountains across the sea. See: www.Ullensvang.no
Day 3: LOFTHUS-BALESTRAND, Sognefjord.
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Start the day by driving to the ferry point at Brimnes. Board a ferry and cross the fjord to Bruravik
and continue driving via Voss to Stalheim where we suggest a brief stop to enjoy the beautiful views
of the gorge below and the surrouding mountains from the Stalheim Hotel’s terrace.
Continue down the valley to Gudvangen by the fjord.
Board a ferry for a delightful 2 hr. cruise on the famous Naeroyfjord – now on UNESCO’s Heritage
List – a narrow fjord with towering mountains on both sides.
Arrive at Kaupanger and continue driving along the “King of Fjords” – the Sognefjord past Sogndal
and Leikaner to Hella where a ferry will take you across the little fjord and arrive at Dragsvik
about 15 minutes’ driving from Balestrand.
On arrival check in at the beautiful KVIKNES HOTEL – see: www.kviknes.no.
A wonderful buffet dinner awaits you here including at least 3-4 different kinds of meats cut to your
satisfaction. Overnight.
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Day 4: BALESTRAND LOEN, Nordfjord.
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
This morning enjoy the morning at Balestrand – a very beautiful fjord resort before continuing the
tour by driving via Vetlefjord before ascending into the Gaular Mountain region and arrive at
Förde. From here drive along the Jölster Lake and across the Utvik mountain and arrive in
Nordfjord. On arrival Olden, we suggest a side trip to Briksdal to experience the mighty glacier.
From the parking lot at Briksdal you can either walk – about 45 minutes each way to the glacier,
or buy seats on the special mountain car which will leisurely bring you to the glacier area.
The cost of the car can be paid on the spot. Not included in the package price.
In the afternoon return to Olden and proceed to Loen.
Check in at the well-known HOTEL ALEXANDRA.
Dinner and overnight.
Day 5: LOEN-GEIRANGER, Geirangerfjord.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Drive along the Nordfjord passing the little town of Stryn and then along Lake Hornindal – the
deepest lake in Europe, and arrive at Hellesylt. Here board a ferry for a one hour’s cruise on the
famous Geirangerfjord – also now on UNESCO’s Heritage List, passing eh Bridal Veil and the 7
Sisters waterfalls tumbling into the sea.
Arrive at Geiranger and check in at the beautiful HOTEL UNION.
Remainder of the day at leisure.
We may suggest an afternoon tour up the winding road to Dalsnibba view point offering fantastic
views of the fjord below and the surrounding mountains.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel.
Day 6: GEIRANGER-ALESUND.
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Start the day by driving along the Eagle’s Road with splendid views of the Geirangerfjord before
reaching the village of Eidsdal. From here cross the Storfjord by ferry to Linge and start the ascent
into the Trollstigen mountain region. We suggest a stop at the Troll Wall – the highest overhanging
mountain wall in Europe, which has a vertical drop of 1,000 meters and an overhang that is 45
meters off the vertical. Continue down the Giant’s Road which has 11 sharp bends down the steep
mountain side. Arrive at Andalsnes and continue driving along the Romsdalsfjord and arrive in the
coastal town of Alesund which is considered one of the best preserved “Art Noveau” towns in
Europe.
Check in at the RADISSON SAS HOTEL situated in the center overlooking the sea.
Alesund has many fine restaurants and you may wish to sample one of them this evening. If you
love fish and sea delicacies, we suggest the Sjögbua Restaurant.
Overnight at the hotel
Day 7: ALESUND.
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Note:
The cost of the car is included from pick-up in Bergen until arrival Alseund on day 6 in the
afternoon. Empty return of the car to Bergen is included.
The car rent includes:
- unlimited mileage
- CDW
- CP
- VAT
Any additional insurances to be paid directly to car company at time of picking up the car.
End of our services.
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Prices:
Sharing rented car:
Net price per person based on 2 persons sharing the car
Net price based on 4 persons sharing the car
Single room supplement

NOK. 12,280.NOK. 9,190.NOK. 1,975.-

Note:
These prices are for the high season June-August, 2012.

Some of the hotels have seasonal prices. Final prices for the shoulder seasons will be given at time of
confirmation. The shoulder season prices are a bit lower.
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HURTIGRUTEN:
4-day tour, 2 days coastal steamer, Geirangerfjord, Trondheim and
Oslo.
This 4 day unescorted tour offers some a combination of 2-days coastal cruise with stay in Norway’s
3rd largest city – Trondheim which was founded in 997 and is considered the historical city.

Day 1: BERGEN-CRUISE
The Norwegian coastal cruise will depart Bergen at 2000. Embarkation from 1800.
The tour is based on standard outside double cabins. Possibility of upgrading to better cabins at
extra cost.
Dinner is served after departure.

Day 2: CRUISING – ALESUND AND GEIRANGERFJORD.
Buffet breakfast onboard.
Early arrival at Alesund where more passengers will embark.
Depart Alesund at 1000 for a most delightful cruise on one of Norway’s best known fjords – the
Geirangerfjord – now on UNESCO’S Heritage List. Theship will pass the
7 Sisters and the Bridal Veil waterfalls tumbling into the sea. Arrive at Geiranger where some
passengers will leave the ship for an overland tour while the majority will have lunch onboard and
sail back to Alesund - a most impressive cruise with incredibly beautiful sceneries.
The ship will be back in Alesund at about 1800.
3-course dinner will be served onboard.
The ship will sail further up the coast from Alesund passing the beautiful Sunnöre Alps at a distance.
A brief call will be made at Molde – the “Town of Roses” and later in the evening a call will be
made at the town of Kristiansund.

Day 3: TRONDHEIM.
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Arrive Trondheim at 0815.
Take a taxi to your hotel – a short distance. Taxis are normally available at the pier.
Check in at the RADISSON SAS HOTEL ROYAL GARDEN – beautifully situated by the river.
A 2.5 hr. city tour by coach and English speaking guide is included. This tour will show you the
highlights of Trondheim – among other things the impressive Nidaros Cathedral dating back to the
13th century.
Remainder of the day at leisure in this historical city.
Overnight at the hotel.

Day 4: TRONDHEIM-OSLO.
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
Make your own way (by taxi) to the rail station.
Depart Trondheim morning or afternoon as per your choice. Reserved seats on the train.
The journey will take you across the Dovre Mountain region and down the Gudbrandsdal vally past
Lillehammer into Oslo.
On arrival check in at the nearby Thon HOTEL OPERA, or similar.
Overnight.

Day 5: OSLO
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.
End of tour.
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Note:
We shall be happy to make hotel reservations in Bergen before the tour and in Oslo, if required.
Price per adult person:
Price for spouse or senior citizen (67 years or over)
Single room supplement at the two hotels

NOK. 9,095.NOK. 7,975.NOK. 995.-

Single cabin may be available on the coastal cruise. Price will depend on availability
and confirmed at time of confirming the reservations.
Price includes:

-

coastal cruise based on sharing standard outside double cabin
all meals onboard from dinner day 1 to and including breakfast day 3
bed/breakfast at hotels in Trondheim and Oslo
2.5 hr. city tour by coach in Trondheim

This tour can be operated every day of the year. Above prices are for the high season June-July.
At other times ask for special offer.
Note:
The cruise on the Geirangerfjord is only available April 16-September 15, 2012.
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ACCOMPANYING PERSONS PROGRAM
BERGEN ARCHITECTURAL SIGHTSEEING
Start from the Grieghallen Congress Centre at 10am
This tour will take the visitors by private coach and local guide for
3 hours sightseeing of Bergen. The tour will include all main sights in
the city centre. The tour will then proceed to the Open Air Museum
of ‘Gamle Bergen’.
The city of Bergen is known for its old wooden houses and at the
Old Bergen Museum (open air museum) consists of a whole cluster
of them. Some of them are on their original sites, but the majority
has been collected from other parts of Bergen. Here they have
been rebuilt along streets, alleys, and on squares, just as they would
have been 100-200 years ago. The houses are carefully restored to
its original beauty and show the original Bergen architecture
traditions. The interiors are from our forefathers times, several
generations past. They give visitors of today a picture of life in those days at work and time of
leisure, in sorrow and happiness in old Bergen.
Duration 2 Hours.
Per person, min 45 participants NOK 275.PRIVATE GRIEG CONCERT & LUNCH EXCURSION
Start from the Grieghallen Congress Centre at 10am
A coach will depart from Grieghallen with a local English speaking guide. The trip
will start with a short orientation tour of Bergen before continuing to the outskirts of
the city, to Troldhaugen. Troldhaugen (the hill of the Trolls) was built in 1885 and
was the home of Norway’s most famous composer, Edward Grieg. He lived there for
22 years, and composed many of his best-known works in the little garden hut by the
shore of lake Nordås.
There will be a short guided tour of the home before you will be enjoying a private,
exclusive Grieg concert in “Troldsalen”, a separate chamber music hall built in 1985.

After the visit, luncheon will be served in the most distinguished restaurants in
Bergen – the Bellevue Restaurant. Located in the midst of one of the city’s most
prominent residential areas, the mountainside Bellevue Restaurant offers a
magnificent birds eye view of Bergen. Established in 1899, this summer restaurant
has become a part of traditional Bergen with excellent international specialities,
fine wines and high standard of personal service. Lunch include coffee and iced
water. Other beverages payable at the restaurant
Duration: 4 hours
Operation subject to min. 45 bookings.
Cost per person NOK 850.-
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Historic Walking Tour of The Hansa Area of Bergen
See the magnificent and unique architecture of the City. The
tour will include a «back stage» stroll through the old buildings
at Bryggen - the wharf area, which is on the official UNESCO’s
World Heritage List,
The tour includes entrance to the Hanseatic Museum, which
will introduce the visitor to an interesting insight into the lives
and work of the German Hansa Fish Traders during the middle
ages. The second inside visit will be made to ‘Schøtsuene’ the
Hanseatic Assembly Rooms-. These are old assembly rooms
where the Hanseatic merchants gathered for warm meals, held court meetings and taught the
apprentices. After this visit, the group will walk back to the Fish Market where the group will learn
about its history and importance. They will then have opportunity to sample the products;
sandwiches with salmon, shrimps and caviar, will be prepared for the group.
2,5 hours duration.
Operation subject to min. 15 bookings.
Cost per person NOK 450.Deep Sea Fishing Excursion
The group depart with a private mini coach/private car & driver for
a 30 min. drive straight west, out in the archipelago – to a small
fjord settlement called Solsvik. This transfer is done in order to
enhance the fishing experience as the group will reach the open
sea/fjord faster where the best deep sea fishing can be carried out.
Here, the group will board an old Whale Hunter’s boat – the MS
Rover . Fishing gear and rain coats/gear will be provided, but it is
important for the participants to dress warm!
Western Norway's coastline is long and varied, broken by countless
islands, skerries and fjords. The contrasts between open sea and narrow fjords cutting far inland are
immense, providing ideal conditions for many different species of fish - and, of course, good and
varied angling. The methods that can be used are bottom-fishing with bait from a drifting boat or
sea angling with a heavy pirk. Go out deep sea fishing with experienced fishermen and try it
yourself!
Go fishing for 3 hours during which the crew will serve their own local fish soup and bread rolls +
coffe/tea and sandwiches.
Arrive back at the settlement of Solsvik. The mini coach will bring the participants back to the
hotel.
5-6 hour duration
Operation subject to min. 15 bookings.
Cost per person NOK 700.-
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